
 

Walking with Children…Walking with God 
 
 

Romans 1:20 From the time the world was created, people have seen the earth and sky 
and all that God made. They can clearly see his invisible qualities––his eternal power and 
divine nature. So they have no excuse whatsoever for not knowing God. (NLT) 

 

   Slowing down each day for a five minute walk is a reminder our children need:  “The 
Earth is the Lord’s” . Without this daily reminder their minds and emotions are given into the 
hands of loud music, network television and group think. God’s world proclaims wonder, 
order, growth, and harmony…needed foundations if we hope for our children to grow 
emotionally and spiritually strong.   

   Walking is also God’s model for relating to Him and to others.  He wants us to enjoy the 
freedom of BEING with him.  He wants us to enjoy our children in the same way.  Without a 
parents sincere daily effort most children will never know what it is like to be immersed in 
God’s world…a daily dunk where they are free to touch and examine…to enjoy the freedom 
of the earth God intends for each of us.  Walking also helps us view our children as fellow 
traveler not luggage.  Following are some thoughts for adding variety to your daily walk and 
making it a joy that bonds parent and child to one another and to our creator. 

Paper Bag walks: Children love to collect, partly to have something of their own, partly out 
of the pure delight and discovery. The rules for the collection walk are: if it fits in a brown 
paper grocery bag and does not belong to someone else we can take it home. If it fits in an 
egg carton you can keep it in your room. Examples of egg carton museums I have observed 
over the years: dried fungus/mushrooms, dead insects, rocks, tree bark, feathers, seeds, seed 
pods, etc..  The idea of ownership is important to society so children must learn to respect 
what belongs to others.  It is just as important that they understand everything belongs to 
God…that we are just stewards. Labeling each egg carton museum: “God’s seeds”, “God’s 
mushrooms” etc. can be a big step in the right direction. A variation of the collection walk is 
the “Bug walk” where you carry a clean plastic peanut butter jar instead of a grocery sack.  
You can only keep a bug overnight and only if you provide air holes and food.  1 Corinthians 
10:26 The earth is the Lord’s and everything in it.  A camera walk is like a paper bag walk 
except you use a digital camera or cell phone. 

 

Hidden in the Grass walks: Put 1-2 inches of cold water in a plastic cup and if it is spring or 
early summer you are ready for a “Hidden in the grass walk”. Some flowers are so tiny or so 
hidden that they are almost invisible, but for those who take the time to look the flowers are 
always there. A child who learns early in life to look for the positive is much better off than 
most children. There is a custom in parts of the Ukraine that can make the “hidden walk” even 
more a part of childhood. If no one brings the cook a flower there is no meal, a wonderful 
custom that encourages children to appreciate what is given them. Starting your own family 
tradition is as easy as putting a small clear glass vase on your kitchen table, a vase for the 
children to share their finds. If there is nothing fresh in the vase (even a twig from a tree) the 
meal could be delayed. This custom helps children understand the importance of expressing 
appreciation for other family members. It also makes the “hidden” walk a memorable part of 



 

their childhood. Proverbs 8:17 I love those who love me, and those who seek me find me. When 
we look for God hard enough we are sure to find him. 

The BRISK walk: Physical exercise is another habit that begins early in life. The BRISK   
walk can be exaggerated and comic with stiff arms and legs or a real cardio walk. (Check out 
the internet or your local library to see what one looks like.) There is nothing like a brisk 
walk to drain some of the vinegar out of a child and leave him or her more at ease. Taking a 
walk has been a sanity saver for weary day care providers for decades…just the break 
everyone needs.  There is no reason it wouldn’t work for weary moms as well. 
1 Corinthians 6:19 Do you not know that your body is a temple of the Holy Spirit, who is in 
you, whom you have received from God? You are not your own; 

 
The looking up walk: Looking up relaxes you. There is something about looking up that 
slows your heart rate and eases your mind and emotions. It is the only direction we can look 
that disconnects our fight/flight reflex. No one should look at the sun directly…not even with 
sun glasses but looking up at the clouds or into thee branches of large trees calms even the 
most hyper child…if you stick with it long enough. Add a few deep breaths before you lay 
down and you have your own mini spa treatment. There may be bugs in the grass but don’t let 
it stop you. Consider taking a blanket or spraying with an insect repellent. Looking up walks 
are equally good in all four seasons and can be especially fun AT NIGHT. Paper airplanes 
are a great addition to a looking up walk. If you have a good place for it you might even try 
kite flying. Psalm 96:5 For all the gods of the nations are idols: but the LORD made the heavens. 

The bird watching walk: When they are not in the air you might see a bird almost 
anywhere…on the ground, in a tree or on a building. Bird watching walks are more 
memorable if you check out a bird book from the library. Seeing and identifying a different 
bird each time you walk makes each outing unique. You could even keep a list. 
Matthew 6:26 Look at the birds of the air; they do not sow or reap or store away in barns, 
and yet your heavenly Father feeds them. Are you not much more valuable than they? 

In the rain walks: I personally carry an umbrella every time I go for a walk, especially in a 
new neighborhood…not because I am part British…but for protection. Fear is not of God and 
the last thing in the world we want is fearful children and yet Dog’s and other dangers are a 
fact of life. It is not wise to run from a dog who thinks you should not pass through his 
territory.  The best idea is to stand still and open your umbrella then back slowly away. In the 
worst case scenario the dog will attack the umbrella which can then be dropped as you 
continue to back away. In thirty years of walking and being responsible children I have only 
had a problem once but I thank God I had the umbrella. Then too umbrellas are fun whether 
you use them to shield you from the sun or from the rain or to distract a dog. The bible lesson 
for walking in the rain is that children will need their own umbrellas if they are to be safe. No 
matter how big our umbrella is it will not be big enough to cover them their whole lives. 
They need their own. The most important umbrella, the one that keeps us really safe, is faith 
in god with the spokes of the umbrella being: prayer, bible study, love, and fellowship. John 
17:11 “I will remain in the world no longer, but they are still in the world, and I am coming 
to you. Holy Father, protect them by the power of your name—the name you gave me—so that 
they may be one as we are one. 



 

” 

Blindfold/listening walks: A simple blindfold can make a walk more fun. Walking 
blindfolded calls your attention to your other senses (enjoy the experience for itself.) Walking 
blindfolded also makes you much more aware of your walking partner(s).  There is nothing 
like exchanging trust walks (blindfold walks) to get you back in tune and on the same page 
with your children. 1 Peter 3:8  “Finally, all of you, live in harmony with one another; be 
sympathetic, love as brothers, be compassionate and humble.”  (Sadly the worst kind of 
pollution in the world is probably noise pollution…but…for children who live outside the city 
walking with a blindfold allows a child to hear all of the sounds that are as much a part of 
creation as what we see.) 

 

The Backwards walk: The two walkers face each other and then one person walks backward 
and the other forward. Keep a light heart and this walk will be one of your most enjoyable. 
In the end however the message to parent and child alike is that we are to walk through life 
facing the future not the past. This walk can be an eye opener for anyone involved in divorce, 
recovering from a loss of any kind or anyone facing an uncertain or new future. We must 
release the past, forgive those we need to forgive and then turn around and move forward. 
Walking backward for just two minutes can be a powerful lesson bringing hope and a 
renewed zest for life. Jeremiah 29:11 “For I know the plans I have for you," declares 
the LORD, "plans to prosper you and not to harm you, plans to give you hope and a 
future.” How could this lesson be better illustrated than trying to walk backward through 
God’s world? 

 
It is the same with many of the Bible’s greatest lessons. Without an intimate relationship with 
creation our children will miss much of what God has to say...through his word… but also 
through his world. Our role as Christian parents is to expose our children to BOTH his word 
and his world every day of their lives. A daily walk with your children and God is a very good 
thing. 

 
Charles White is a retired Pre-school teacher who taught three summer camps at the Salvation 
Army in Topeka Ks.   For an even larger variety of walks and other OUTDOOR activities visit 
his website at www.bibleparent.com and click on “Creation for Parents”. 


